[Nonepileptic seizures of psychogenic origin in children: analysis and characteristics of risk factors, clinical symptoms and significance of diagnostic investigation].
Nonepileptic seizures of psychogenic origin (NESP) belong currently to dissociation disorders. Their causes and precise outline of diagnostics, therapy and prophylaxis procedures remains still difficult. The authors investigated the group that consisted of 25 patients with the above described type of seizures. Prospective examinations were conducted. In each patient detailed analysis of risk factors and clinical semiology before and after hospital admission was performed. Moreover brain MRI, psychological and psychiatric examinations were made. Among patients with NESP, girls prevailed (88%). Most important stressogenic factor was trouble with peer relationships. Clinical manifestation was diverse, mostly the attacks were similar to epileptic, simple, partial seizures. The final diagnosis depended on results of video examinations (lack of clinical-bioelectrical correlation or lack of bioelectrical activity disturbances before or after attack) and results of psychological and psychiatric consultation.